Thanks for your recent purchases of the cassettes "STRAIGHT TALK ABOUT GAYS" and "COUNSELING PARENTS OF GAYS".

Now we offer on cassettes "CHANGING NORMS OF SEXUALITY", the edited version of a 9-hour seminar I conducted a short time ago for Protestant and Catholic clergy, religious, guidance counselors, gays, their relatives, and non-believers.

The tapes address themselves to issues raised by the Vatican and our own American Catholic bishops in current statements dealing with homosexuality.

We have eliminated repetition, irrelevancies and inaudibles to come up with more than 4 hours of provocative discussion about

- the morality of homosexual acts, with a detailed critique of current Catholic sexual morality viewed from Scripture, Tradition, Natural Law, Official Teaching and Theological Opinion; gay psychology; the priesthood; celibacy; marriage; "coming out"; gay unions; promiscuity; American machismo and its bi-sexual roots; dangers inherent in counseling teenagers; gay adoption; and much more.

You be the judge if these tapes are "absolutely intriguing", "positive 'mind blowers'", as many allege. They don't cover old ground - important principles and vivid examples will take you into entirely new territory.

The set of three cassettes costs $28.95. (I wish I could give them out free, but the producer AMPRO must sell several hundred sets before any profit at all is realized.

In my opinion "CHANGING NORMS OF SEXUALITY" is an event you'll not want to miss. You'll be challenged to re-evaluate almost every attitude and value you have held up to now about human sexuality, even your own. Do you accept? I'll be waiting to hear from you.

Sincerely yours,

Paul R. Shanley

AMPRO, 101 Tremont Street, Boston, MA 02108 (617) 482-6568 Date

Please send ___ set(s) of 3 cassettes "CHANGING NORMS OF SEXUALITY" @ $28.95/set. Kindly make check payable to AMPRO. Amount Enclosed ____________

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________

CITY ______________________ STATE _______ ZIP _______